A platform of high-density INDEL/CAPS markers for map-based cloning in Arabidopsis.
Map-based cloning has been widely used to identify genes responsible for mutant phenotypes in Arabidopsis, especially those mutants generated by EMS or fast neutron mutagenesis. The success of map-based cloning relies on the availability of molecular markers that distinguish the polymorphisms between two Arabidopsis ecotypes. So far, most molecular markers in Arabidopsis have been generated by individual laboratories or the Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR). However, the TAIR markers, which are distributed unevenly on the five Arabidopsis chromosomes, only cover approximately 25% of the Arabidopsis BACs. Designing and testing molecular markers is still a time-consuming endeavor. Here we report the construction of a high-resolution BAC-based Arabidopsis mapping platform (AMP), using Col-0 and Ler as model ecotypes. The AMP comprises 1346 markers (1073 INDEL and 273 CAPS/dCAPS markers), of which 971 were newly designed and experimentally confirmed, 179 were from published papers and 196 were TAIR markers. These AMP markers cover 1186 BACs, 1121 of which are in non-centromere regions, representing approximately 75% of the Arabidopsis BACs in non-centromere regions. All the marker information is included on the AMP website (http://amp.genomics.org.cn/) for easy access and download, and sets of standard markers for initial chromosomal localization of a particular gene are recommended. The feasibility of using the AMP to map mutated genes is also discussed.